
Selling printed sheet music is most similar to selling books.  However, there are several important differences:

•	 Sheet music is only sold new, and never used.
•	 Unlike books, sheet music should be an international directory, because a publication from a country outside 

the United States is still utilized by native English speakers
•	 Supply and distribution channels in sheet music are not the same as those for books. There are special 

retail shops, conservatories and music schools, and special music libraries. So there are special target groups, 
different from those of the book sector.

•	 Similarly to books, a piece of printed sheet music from a single publisher can exist in differing Editions if 
“updates,” or changes, are made to the music by the author (aka Composer) or an Editor; this is a relatively 
rare occurrence.  However, additional Editions of the same music Piece more commonly exist because:
•	  different Publisher and/or Editor; this creates a difference in terms of auxiliary details in the music notes
•	 different Instrumentation (also known as Arrangements or Transcriptions), making a piece of music 

accessible to more musicians, who typically only play a limited few musical instruments at a high skill 
level

A single Piece of music, distinguished by its Composer and Title, may exist in several different 
editions.  Making an informed choice for purchase is important for the user, who may be loyal to 
a particular Publisher, prefer a certain layout style, prioritize adherence to the Composer’s original 
intentions, etc.   

Components that are shared between books and sheet music:

•	 Author’s name and biographical information
•	 Title
•	 Publisher
•	 Year of Publication
•	 Recommended age/skill level 
•	 Chapters (a.k.a. Movements/Sections)
•	 Physical dimensions and specifications (Weight, Binding Method, Number of Pages)
•	 ISBN

Sheet music can also include:

•	 Year of Composition (sometimes a piece of music is published years after it was written)
•	 Alternate Title (English translation in the case of foreign language titles, or popular nicknames for an 

otherwise generic title)
•	 Distributor (which owns/operates one or more Publishers)
•	 Editor 
•	 Arranger/Transcriber
•	 Duration (in minutes)
•	 Date/Location/Occasion/Personnel of Premiere (the first performance of the piece of music)
•	 Dedicatee(s)
•	 Commissioner(s)
•	 Instrumentation (specific musical instruments required for playing a piece of music) 
•	 Style or Intended Occasion (Wedding, Holiday, etc.)
•	 IMSN (bar code specifically for printed music developed by International Organization for Standardization)



The site must accommodate two basic actions: acquiring, and browsing.
Acquire:

•	 the user desires a certain Composer and Title, so they should be able to locate the correct product in as few 
clicks as possible. This is best accomplished with the “omni-bar” search method, always located at the top of 
the page.

•	 the user may or may not know which edition (aka which Publisher, Publication Year and/or Editor) of the 
piece they want; if they don’t, each Listing description should provide sufficient explanation about the 
differences between editions so that the user can make an informed choice

•	 For each of the 50 or so most popular pieces in the clarinet repertoire, it will be necessary to create a blog-
style page containing an article which provides an in-depth comparison of differences between Editions. This 
web page should provide links to direct the user to the relevant Listing pages so the user can make a final 
purchase choice.  

Browse:

•	 the user doesn’t know what specific Piece they are looking for, so they should be able to perform a search to 
gradually narrow their results until they make a suitable choice.
•	 the user can begin a search by choosing one or more criteria: the starting component is most often 

Instrumentation
•	 other potentially useful beginning criteria: Composer Nationality/Gender/Dates, Duration, Difficulty, 

Style or Intended Occasion

Instrumentation Search
Musical instruments are grouped into different classes based on their material and mechanics of sound 
production.  For example, Brass instruments are made of metal, while String instruments are made of 
wood.  Brass instruments make sound by a vibration of the lips, while String instruments make sound by a 
vibration of a string.  Composers write music for various combinations of instruments, sometimes choosing to 
mix instruments from different classes.  In turn, musicians decide which repertoire to purchase based on the 
requirement of a certain combination of instruments (aka Instrumentation).  The most important method of 
search for the website is the Instrumentation search, because musicians most often make a repertoire choice 
based on the expertise or availability of certain instruments.  On the most simple level, this is a strict search; the 
user specifies the number and type of musical instruments, and the Results page lists all products which match 
that particular Instrumentation.  There is also a second level in the form of a flexible search, which yields a more 
inclusive list of products, based on the number and/or class of instruments.  
For the purposes of the Instrumentation search, the instruments are organized with the hierarchy of:

Class > Family > Type  
There are approximately 8 Classes into which the 70 or so unique Instrument Types will be categorized.  The 
“Family” is an intermediary grouping, most important for keeping the Clarinet Family together (clarinets 
are manufactured in various standardized sizes, ranging in length from a very short 18 inches to over 8 
feet).  Because this business focuses on stocking pieces of music which feature the clarinet, it is especially 
useful to have this intermediary Instrument Family organizational level in order to allow flexible, inclusive 
searching within the clarinet Family.  

The Instrumentation Search web page has two areas: the left portion, comprising of 75% of the horizontal 
screen space, is the main area for choosing instruments.  The remaining 25% of horizontal space on the right 
contains a list of popular “pre-made” combinations and categories.  
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Type (Tag) Family Class

Baritone hnbar Brass Brass

Cornet crt

Euphonium euph

Horn hn

Piccolo Trumpet tptpicc

Trombone tbn

Trumpet tpt

Tuba tba

Orchestra orch Ensemble Ensemble

String Orchestra orchstg

Wind Ensemble we

Accordion acc Keyboard Keyboard

Harpsichord hpd

Organ org

Piano pn

Glockenspiel gloc Percussion, pitched Percussion

Marimba mar

Timpani timp

Vibraphone vib

Percussion perc Percussion, unpitched

Snare Drum sd

Cello vc String String

Double Bass db

Viola va

Violin vn

Electric Bass bassel String, Other

Electric Guitar gtrel

Guitar gtr

Harp hp

CD cd Tech Tech

Tape tape

Alto Voice valt Voice Voice

Bass Voice vbass

Narrator nar

Soprano Voice vsop

Tenor Voice vten

Bassoon bn Bassoon Woodwind

Contrabassoon bncon

A Clarinet cla Clarinet

A-Flat Clarinet claflat

Alto Clarinet clalt

B-Flat Clarinet clb

Bass Clarinet clbass

Basset Clarinet clbst

Basset Horn clbsthn

C Clarinet clc

Conta Alto Clarinet clconalt

Contrabass Clarinet clconbass

D Clarinet cld

E-Flat Clarinet cle

Recorder rec

Alto Flute flalt Flute

Flute fl

Piccolo picc

Bass Oboe obbass Oboe

English Horn eh

Oboe ob

Oboe d'Amore obda

Alto Saxophone saxalt Saxophone

Baritone Saxophone saxbari

Soprano Saxophone saxsop

Tenor Saxophone saxten

Instrumentation Organization Hierarchy & Tags



Instrumentation Search main area 
(see next page for mockup)
Strict: User chooses exact amounts of specific Instrument Types 
•	 a grid of 12 boxes represent the I nstrument Families, and inside each box is a list of the corresponding 

Instrument Types, organized by pitch (high to low).  Each box has a heading label which states the 
Instrument Family.  Above the grid are a large toggle switch and a check box: the toggle switch chooses 
between “Strict” versus “Flexible” (and defaults to selecting Strict), and the subordinate, smaller check box 
says “Include Arrangements/Transcriptions?”

•	 When the user hovers their mouse cursor inside a particular Family box, a pair of “Plus” and “Minus” icons 
(- +) appears next to each Instrument Type, and a “Clear” button appears in the upper-left-hand corner of the 
box.  

•	 The user can click on the (- +) icons to increase or decrease the number of Instruments.  When the user adds 
quantities of an instrument Type:
•	 the entire corresponding Family box highlights in a color to visually communicate that instrument 

Types within that certain Family have been chosen.  
•	 a small icon appears at the top of the page for each Instrument type selected to visually reinforce which 

are chosen
•	 The user can click on “Clear” to quickly remove all instrument Type quantities from that particular Family 

box, instead of having to manually click and reduce each quantity to zero.
  

Flexible: User chooses exact amounts of Instrument Families 
•	 The Instrument Family grid exists in the same orientation as the “Strict” search, but there is a new, dominant 

grid superimposed on the boxes which groups them into their respective Classes.  Each box has a heading 
label which states the Instrument Class.

•	 When the user hovers their mouse cursor inside a particular Class box, a single pair of (- +) icons appears 
next to the heading Instrument Class label, and a “Clear” button appears in the upper-left-hand corner of the 
box.  

•	 When the user adds quantities of an Instrument Class:
•	 the corresponding Class box highlights in a color to visually communicate that a certain Class has been 

chosen
•	 a small icon appears at the top of the page for each Instrument Class selected to visually reinforce which 

are chosen
•	 The user can click on “Clear” to quickly remove all quantities from that particular Class box, instead of 

having to manually reduce each with the Minus icon to zero.  
•	 “Include Transcriptions/Arrangements” check box 

•	 Some Products have an instrumentation that does not include any clarinet.  It is common for musicians 
to adapt, or Transcribe, a piece of music from a different instrument to their own. 

•	 Users needing a “purist” Instrumentation search have the option to exclude Transcriptions/Arrangements 
in order to filter out results which don’t traditionally include a Clarinet Family Instrument.



Strict Instrumentation: 
nothing selected

Strict Instrumentation: 
one instrument type being added

Strict Instrumentation: 
multiple instrument types added

Instrumentation Strict Search



Flexible Instrumentation: 
nothing selected

Flexible Instrumentation: 
one instrument family being added

Flexible Instrumentation: 
multiple instrument families added

Instrumentation Flexible Search



•	Instrumentation Search side bar (Popular Combinations)
•	 This essentially amounts to a list of hyperlinks, each directing to a corresponding Results Page.  It contains 

“clarinet-centric” options, and popular pre-made instrument combinations
•	 Clarinet-Centric options

•	 Concerto (this includes any product with the Title “Concerto” or “Concertino,” AND any product with 
the instrumentation of [Any number of Clarinet Family] + [Any 1 Ensemble Class] )

•	 Clarinet and Full Orchestra
•	 Clarinet and String Orchestra
•	 Clarinet and Chamber Orchestra
•	 Clarinet and Wind Ensemble
•	 Unaccompanied (this includes any product with the instrumentation of [1 Clarinet Family]
•	 Clarinet Quartet

•	 4 B-Flat
•	 3 B-Flat + 1 Bass
•	 1 E-Flat + 2 B-Flat + Bass
•	 etc...

•	 Clarinet Quintet
•	 4 B-Flat + 1 Bass
•	 1 B-Flat + string quartet
•	 etc...

•	 Clarinet Choir
•	 Other Popular Combinations

•	 Reed Trio (“Trio d’Anches”)
•	 Woodwind Quartet
•	 Woodwind Quintet
•	 Reed Quintet
•	 etc...



Collections Search
This page allows the user to make a search by all other criteria besides Instrumentation.  It is divided into two 
sections: the right portion, comprising of 75% of the horizontal screen space, contains lists of hyperlinks under 
various helpful categories for browsing.  The remaining 25% of horizontal space on the left contains a side 
filterbar for making a search based on specific parameters.  

•	Collections Search main area
•	 Sonata (this includes any product with the Title “Sonata” or “Sonatina,” which refers to the Composer’s use 

of a specific structural musical model)
•	 Opera! Anything that uses opera.  
•	 Educational Materials:

•	 Technique: Etudes, Methods, Scales, Arpeggios (this includes any product which is designed for use as a 
technique learning tool, and not a performance piece)

•	 Orchestral Excerpts
•	 Sight-Reading (this includes any product which is specifically designed to develop the skill of accurately 

reading music with no previous exposure or preparation)
•	 Jazz Improvisation

•	Collections Search side filter bar
•	 Composer

•	 Name (dropdown list)
•	 Nationality (dropdown list)
•	 Male/Female (check boxes)
•	 Alive/Deceased (check boxes)

•	 Duration
•	 Minutes (slider)
•	 include individual movements? (check box)

•	 Publication Year (slider)
•	 Publisher (dropdown list)
•	 Include out-of-print items (checkbox)



Results Page
Before describing the layout of the Results page, it is necessary to codify what is a “result,” because it could be 
one of two things: a Piece, or a Product.

•	 A “Product” is the actual physical item with a single, unique ISBN/IMSN bar code, Publisher, and Price; it 
can contain one or more Pieces.  

•	 A “Piece” is a selection of music with a single, unique Composer, Title, and Year of Publication. 
•	 In approximately 95% of situations, a Product contains one Piece, and therefore exists in the Results Page 

only as a Product.  For the remaining 5% of situations, a Product contains two or more Pieces, and therefore 
the Results Page must include both the container Product and each individual inner Piece.

•	 This website is designed to be both an e-commerce store and a research tool.  It is important for the user to 
be able to search for all discrete Pieces by means of the filters, in order to properly discover and consider 
all available pieces and products.  If such an accommodation was not made, those Pieces which solely exist 
inside multi-Piece Product containers would be excluded from the search/research process.
•	 Note that in the case of a multi-Piece Product, the entries for the Composer and Instrumentation columns 

on the Results Page will display “Various” if there are multiple Composers/Instrumentations.  The Title 
of a multi-Piece Product will also be generalized, and often obscure the identification of the contents 
(ex: “16 Grand Solos” is a commonly purchased collection which doesn’t indicate the specific Titles of 
the inner Pieces). 

The Results page is divided into two sections: the right portion, comprising of 75% of the horizontal screen 
space, is the main area for listing the actual Results.  The remaining 25% of horizontal space on the left contains 
a side bar for further filtering the results.

•	Results Page main area
•	 The Results list is in a table format, with each column denoting a single search component header:

•	 Composer (a merging of Composer Last, Composer First)
•	 Title
•	 Instrumentation
•	 Duration (total and separate movements, if applicable)
•	 Publisher
•	 Price
•	 Add to Cart Button

•	 The two entries which are clickable for any given Result are the Title and the Add to Cart Button.  The text 
for these two entries are in a visually dominant color to indicate their interactivity, and the remaining entries 
have black text.  
•	 Clicking the Add to Cart Button adds one quantity of that Product to the cart, and directs the user to the 

Cart page  (from the Cart page, they can click “Continue Shopping to return to the current Results page).
•	 Clicking the Title directs the user to the corresponding Listing page.  

•	 The Results list defaults to sorting ascending alphabetically by the Composer’s last name.  
•	 After a search, a user may be presented with a huge Results list of perhaps hundreds of products.  At this 

point, the user needs to either organize (re-order) or reduce the number of results.  
•	 Organizing is accomplished by the column headers: Each of these column headers can be clicked in 

order to designate the sorting key, defaulting to ascending alpha/numeric sort direction, and repeatedly 
clicking the same sorting key toggles between ascending and descending.

•	 Reducing the number of results is accomplished with the left side filter bar, described below.



•	 When applicable, a Result entity will have a second line of subordinate information:
•	 Arranger/Editor/Transcriber, located under its Composer
•	 Display “Arr:” or “Ed:” or “Tran:” followed by the corresponding First and Last Name; if there are 

multiple entries, separate them with a semicolon and a space
•	 alternate title, located under its Title

•	 Duration: amount of time for separate movements, which are the smaller parts of the whole

This extra line of text is displayed with a subordinate visual appearance (smaller text, and grey instead 
of black); these auxiliary components are important, but not as crucial as the main search component 
headers (and as such, the auxiliary components cannot be used as sort keys)

•	 Accommodating Results for a multi-Piece Product:
•	 While a multi-Piece Product has a single Title, Publisher, and Price, it might have multiple differing 

Composers and/or Instrumentations, etc.  It is not necessary for the Results page to display multiple 
metadata entries for a single Product, so in cases of multiple differing entries, it will display “Various.” 

•	 The “Add to Cart” button will be absent, and in its place is a “See Description” button, which links to 
the corresponding Listing page.  

•	Results Page side bar filter
•	 From the Results Page, the user can further narrow and refresh the Results via a side bar filter, identical 

to the one used on the Collections Search page.



Nationality 

Active 
Years

Alive             Deceased              Both

Male             Female                  Both

Composer

Filters Search Results
Click on a title for more information

Duration

Year of Publication

Publisher

from

from

from

Include individual movements:

to

to

to minutes

Yes No

2016

2016

15

1990

1990

10

Include out of print items: Yes No

Home > Concertos 

INSTRUMENTATION
SEARCH

COLLECTIONS
SEARCH

ABOUT

View Cart (1)View Account

B L O G

Composer Title Instrumentation Duration Publisher Price

Carl Maria von 
Weber

Concerto No. 1 B-Flat Clarinet,
Piano

12
4 + 3 + 5 

Breitkopf $19.00

Andre Messager Solo de concours
Contest Piece

B-Flat Clarinet,
Piano

16
4 + 4 + 4 + 4

Barenreiter $23.00

Walfgang Mozart Concerto No. 2 B-Flat Clarinet,
Piano

22
4 + 18

Boosey & Hawkes $17.00

Aaron Copland Concerto for 
Clarinet

B-Flat Clarinet,
Piano

56 Hal Leonard $42.00

Add to cart

Add to cart

Add to cart

Add to cart

Results Page Mockup:



Listing page
The Listing page contains all of the metadata about a Product.  The top section of the page shows the 
most foundational, “identifying” information, and the lower section contains more specific, descriptive 
information.  The listing page presents the user with the Add to Cart button easily, so they can do so at any 
time.  The vast majority of Listing pages (approximately 95%) will contain one Piece from a single-Piece 
Product.  The remaining 5% or so will contain one Piece from a multi-Piece Product, and the design will differ 
slightly (explained below).  

•	Upper part of page (Basic Information):
•	 show images of front cover and inner pages
•	 Title
•	 Alternative Title
•	 Composer 
•	 Editor (if applicable)
•	 Arranger/Transcriber (if applicable)
•	 Piano reduction (if applicable)
•	 Publisher
•	 Price
•	 Quantity
•	 Instrumentation
•	 Add to Cart
•	 Movements/Sections
•	 Duration (also show durations for each individual movement, if applicable)

•	The lower part of the page is divided across three tabs:
•	 Tab 1: Rich Description (this tab is selected on default when first loading the page)

•	 This has two parts.  The first part pulls from the database to give basic information about the 
composer and the dedicatees/commissioners; pulling from database means that all relevant Listing 
descriptions will update with a change in a Composer’s biographical information (if they die, for 
example, and need a death date added). The second part is custom written notes about the nature of 
the piece, including any relevant extra information like difficulty, interesting trivia, etc. 

•	 first part:
•	 [Composer First Name] [Composer Last Name] is a [Nationality] [Occupation].  [Gender: He 

or She] was born in [Year Born] in [City Born], [Country Born], and died in [Year Died] in 
[City Died], [Country Died].

•	 If there are external biographical links available, they appear on next line:
•	 “Composer Personal Page”, a large space, and “Wikipedia Biography,” as hyperlinks

•	 If there is commissioning/dedication information available, it appears on next line:
•	 [Title] is dedicated to [Dedicatee, First] [Dedicatee, Last], and [Dedicatee, First] 

[Dedicatee, Last]. It was commissioned by [Commissioner 1], [Commissioner 2], and 
[Commissioner 3].  Its [Type of Premiere] was given by [Premiere-er, First] [Premiere-er, 
Last] on [Date Premiered] in [Premiere Location] ([occasion]).

•	 second part is custom typed information.
•	 Tab 2: Available Audio Recordings

•	 For the pieces which the user has never heard, it is useful to listen to a streamable audio 
recording to preview the piece. Audio recordings may come from a variety of sources, 
including: Youtube, Soundcloud, iTunes, Amazon, or a composer’s personal website.



•	 This information will display as a table, with the following 4 columns:  
•	 performer/ensemble
•	 indication of audio source (Youtube, iTunes, etc)
•	 link to audio source
•	 short description of the performance’s unique qualities

•	 Some of the audio sources may support embedding, which would be ideal.  Otherwise, appropriate 
linking will be necessary to direct to user to an outside site for listening.  (make sure that links for 
listening open in a new Internet browser tab)

•	 Tab 3: Product Specifications
•	 This tab provides technical information about the physical properties of the product.

•	 number of pages
•	 product dimensions
•	 ISBN
•	 ISMN
•	 Binding method

•	Accommodating Listing page for multi-Piece Products  
•	 For an individual Piece that is part of a multi-Piece Product container, it still has its own Listing 

page.  However, it’s a “dummy” page (because the user cannot buy only a few pages out of a whole 
book), because clicking “Add to Cart” force links the user to the correct Product Listing page, where 
they can actually add that Product to cart.  
•	 Changes to upper Basic Information

•	 Price: don’t display this entry
•	 Quantity: don’t display this entry
•	 Add to Cart: this is replaced by a “Purchase this Product” button, and the accompanying 

caption explanation: “This piece is available from this publisher as part of a collection.  Please 
follow this link to purchase.”  Force link the user to the containing Product Listing page.  

•	 Movements/Sections: don’t display this entry
•	 Changes to lower 3-Tab section

•	 (no changes)
•	 For the corresponding containing Product which which contains multiple pieces:
•	 Changes to upper Basic Information

•	 in addition to front cover image, show table of contents (if applicable), and only the first page of 
each piece (within reason), defaulting to piano score

•	 Composer: if multiple: “Various”
•	 Editor (if applicable): if only one for entire product, then display it.  If multiple (piece-by-piece 

basis): “Various”
•	 Arranger/Transcriber (if applicable): if only one for entire product, then display it.  If multiple 

(piece-by-piece basis): “Various”
•	 Duration: don’t display this entry
•	 Movements/Sections: don’t display this entry

•	 Changes to lower 3-Tab section
•	 Tab 1: Rich Description

•	 first part:
•	 Composer
•	 if one Composer: then same as regular auto-generated Composer (plus accompanying 

external biographical hyperlinks, if applicable)



•	 if multiple composers: then don’t display this entry
•	 commissioning/dedication: don’t display this entry

•	 second part (custom typed):
•	 For each Piece contained in the Product, list the Composer and Title as a clickable 

hyperlink, in a dominant display color which indicates interactivity.  This hyperlink will 
direct the user back to the corresponding Piece Listing Page.

•	 Tab 2: Available Audio Recordings
•	 Grey out this tab so that it cannot be selected

•	 Tab 3: Product Specifications
•	 Number of Pages: don’t display this entry

Listing Page Example:



Home  Page

Collections Search PageInstrumentation Search Page Blog Page About Page

Strict Flexible Popular Combinations

Results Page

Filter Bar

Listing Page

Multi-Piece “dummy” listing

Single-Piece Listing

Add to Cart Page

Checkout Page

Browsing Categories Filter Bar

Website Flow:


